NEA Delegate Requirements

1. Each delegate will be required to arrive in the Convention City no later than the day preceding the official opening of the NEA Convention or the first California Caucus, whichever occurs first. Delegates must register and fully participate in Assembly activities.

2. Each delegate will be required to attend all caucuses of the California delegation and any caucuses of the SCTA delegation. Delegates must register with the California delegation.

3. Each delegate shall attend all business meetings of the R.A.

4. Each delegate is strongly encouraged to attend Budget, Resolutions, By-laws and other hearings as appropriate.

5. Each delegate should take into consideration SCTA, CTA, State Council and caucus policies when voting.

6. To insure communication regarding R.A. Business, as well as to verify attendance, each delegate, state and local, is required to sit with his or her Service Center Council delegation on the R.A. Floor. Delegates are strongly encouraged to cooperate with the seating plan as provided by the California Caucus officials.